
Production Description:

Introduction：

Boreway diamond cup grinding wheels are usually used with large grinding machine and othe
r hand-
held grinding machines,these diamond cup grinding wheels are designed for the restoration o
r maintenance of granite,marble,and many other stone surface, 

Boreway diamond cup grinding wheels are polishing with quick speed and without scratch.

Our professional diamond cup grinding wheels are designed to ensure fast grinding and
finishing of concrete, granite, and other stones in dry or wet conditions. Our diamond
grinding wheels are available in three grits: coarse (30/40 grits) for fast stock removal,
medium (70/80 grits) for moderate grinding, and fine (100-120 grits). We offer both diamond
cup wheels with 5/8-11 thread, and velcro backed diamond grinding wheels for grinding
concrete counter tops.

Using sequence：From the thick number to the number,Polishes finally.

Advantage：Our products export to Brazil, India, Australia, USA, Ukraine, Italy, Poland, Russia
, more than 20 different countries . In these overseas markets,our cup grinding wheels
enjoy a good reputation, we get good feedbacks about their corresponding test result, and al
so a long lifespan. so, we are confident in our products quality.

All of our our products have been strictly tested before access to market.

Other specification can be ordered by client.

Detailed Images:

Turbo Segment Diamond Cup Grinding Wheels:

Turbo segment diamond cup grinding wheels are designed for surface restoration or mainten
ance of granite,marble,concrete and other stone.

These diamond cup grinding wheels are suitable for large grinding machines and other hand-
held machines.



The following are the normal specifications of turbo segment diamond cup grinding wheels:

Diameter Segment
Height

Connection Grit

5"/125mm 7-10mm M14 M16
5/8"-11
20mm 22.23mm
Snail Lock

6#
16#
30#
60#
120#

6"/150mm 7-10mm
7"/180mm 7-10mm
8"/200mm 7-10mm
9"/230mm 7-10mm

The above specifications just a reference for you.

Other specifications can be ordered by client.

  

Single/double Row Diamond Cup Grinding Wheels:

Single/double row diamond cup grinding wheels are designed for surface restoration or maint
enance of granite,marble,concrete and other stone.



These single/double row diamond cup grinding wheels are suitable for large grinding machine
s and other hand-held machines.

The following are the normal specifications of single/double row diamond cup grinding wheels
:

Diameter Segment
Height

Connection Grit

3"/75mm 5mm/6mm M14 M16
M18 M20
5/8"-11
20mm 22.23mm
Snail Lock

35#
50#
120#
200#
400#

4"/100mm 5mm/6mm
4.5"/115mm 5mm/6mm
5"/125mm 5mm/6mm
6"/150mm 5mm/6mm
7"/180mm 5mm/6mm
8"/200mm 5mm/6mm
9"/230mm 5mm/6mm

The above specifications just a reference for you.

Other specifications can be ordered by client.

  



Continuous Rim Diamond Cup Grinding Wheels:

Continuous rim diamond cup grinding wheels are designed for surface restoration or mainten
ance of granite,marble,concrete and other stone.

These Continuous rim diamond cup grinding wheels are suitable for large grinding machines 
and other hand-held machines.

The following are the normal specifications of Continuous rim diamond cup grinding wheels:

Diameter Segment
Height

Connection Grit No.

4"/100mm 5mm/6mm M14 M16
M18 M20
5/8"-11
20mm 22.23mm
Snail Lock

30#

60#

120#

4.5"/115mm 5mm/6mm
5"/125mm 5mm/6mm
6"/150mm 5mm/6mm
7"/180mm 5mm/6mm
8"/200mm 5mm/6mm
9"/230mm 5mm/6mm

The above specifications just a reference for you.

Other specifications can be ordered by client.



  

Electroplate/vacuum Brazed Diamond Cup Grinding Wheels:

Electroplate/vacuum brazed diamond cup grinding wheels are designed for surface restoratio
n or maintenance of granite,marble,concrete and other stone.

These electroplate/vacuum brazed diamond cup grinding wheels are suitable for large grindin
g machines and other hand-held machines.

The following are the normal specifications of electroplate/vacuum brazed diamond cup grind
ing wheels:

Diameter Segment
Height

Connection Grit

4"/100mm 2mm 20mm 30#

60#

120#

5"/125mm 2mm 20mm
6"/150mm 2mm 20mm
7"/180mm 2mm 20mm
8"/200mm 2mm 20mm



The above specifications just a reference for you.

Other specifications can be ordered by client.

  

Special segment diamond cup grinding wheels:

Special segment diamond cup grinding wheels are designed for surface restoration or mainte
nance of granite,marble,concrete and other stone.

These special segment diamond cup grinding wheels are suitable for large grinding machines
 and other hand-held machines.

The following are the normal specifications of special segment diamond cup grinding wheels:

Diameter Segment
Height

Connection Grit



4"/100mm 5mm/6mm M14 M16
M18 M20
5/8"-11
20mm 22.23mm
Snail Lock

35#
50#
120#
200#
400#

4.5"/115mm 5mm/6mm
5"/125mm 5mm/6mm
6"/150mm 5mm/6mm
7"/180mm 5mm/6mm
8"/200mm 5mm/6mm
9"/230mm 5mm/6mm

The above specifications just a reference for you.

Other specifications can be ordered by client.

  



  

Packing & Delivery:

We will deliver within seven days of your payment,diamond cup grinding wheels
are packed in cartons.

We can also pack the diamond cup grinding wheels according to your requirements.

Special diamond cup grinding wheels delivery through consultation.

Contact Us:

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220 



Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat:(+ 86) 18650679939

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/mailto:boreway@boreway.com

